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Jeff:

Well, welcome everybody to the COURSE Genius Template. Today you're going to discover something 
really, really powerful, and that's this. Every content, and I use content like an article, because piece of 
content, I don't like that, so every content has the seeds for a great course or info product. Every 
content has the seeds for a great course or info product. And we're going to break that down and show 
you how to do it. So most of our, or probably about half of our Create Genius templates are chunk 
templates where you do things in three chunks. So to do this the easiest way is to take a chunk 
template. You've done three tips, three secrets, three mistakes, three whatever, and you're going to 
take that info and turn it into a three module course.

Here's how. Chunk one, you're going to do a video training much like this video, or audio 
training, depending on how you are consuming and experiencing it. And then you're going to have a 
transcript of the video. You can get it by humanbeing@rev.com for a buck 25 a minute. You can also get 
it there by AI for 25 cents a minute. And then Temi, temi.com, I think there's a free version and a 25 cent 
version. So much better than it used to be. A checklist, a template, and then a Q&A session. So that's 
what you do for taking chunk one. You take chunk one out of the article and you expand it. You do a 
video about it, the transcript. If you don't want to do a transcript, you can do the original article. And the 
checklist, the template if it applies, and a Q&A.

Now, what do you do for chunk two? I hate to make this so simple for you, but you do the same 
thing for chunk two. A video, a transcript, a checklist, and a template, and a Q&A. All right, there you go. 
And then what think you we might do to make chunk three? That's right, the same thing. And so chunk 
one becomes module one and chunk two, that's right, repeat, becomes module two, and chunk three 
becomes, what do you think? Module three. There is a three module course. You can sell this for 
anywhere between probably 47, 97, to 297. Now you may be wondering, "Jeff, there's a blank section at 
the beginning and a blank section at the end."

Well, here's what you do. This is the get started here module. And in here you put stuff like early 
action to get something done. That's a stick strategy. Might be a sample of something you're going to 
do, et cetera. And then down here is your, I call it putting it all together module. Your putting it all 
together module. And I like to do a demo in that. Let's get these in the middle. It looks all out of sync if I 
don't... Screw it, we can handle it. A demo, a case study. You want to kind of check in, make sure 
everybody's got this goal, knows what they're doing. And then final Q&A, and then you would also talk 
about next step, which leads us to this box, which is next.

Because here... And this part in module one, I wouldn't even mention the next step. Drop the 
seed here in module two, do a soft offer in module three, and the full offer in the putting it all together. 
Next is the next product you're going to create. It might be a brand new, completely different training. It 
could also be the next step from this training. If this was a basic training, it could be intermediate. It 
could be a longer class, a longer course. It could be a mentor program or mastermind. I say this almost 
every time. I know this is awful simple. It's also powerful. And I could make it harder for you, but why 
the heck would I want to do that? And why the heck would you want me to do that?

So let's play here. Let me know in the chat, folks that are here with us live, what your course is 
going to be about. What your three module course is going to be about? Just give me a few words here 
in the chat, please. Remember, your three chunk template becomes module one, two, and three. And 
even if it's not set up like a chunk, The Perfect Cure Genius Template, you can chunk that, first step, 
second step, third step. Ada's got goal mastery. Great. Great topic. What else we got out there? And 
Ada, what's module one going to be about? Wendy's is how to take a simple song and create your own 
song. I love it. So Ada and Wendy, what's your first module about?
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And everyone experiencing this in replay land, in the genius templates, begin to make your 
notes. What's module one going to be about? You're outlining your course here, folks. Your three 
module course. And when you've got it outlined this way, it's easy to just set it up and knock it down. 
Wendy's module one is choose an old folk song. Like it. Ada's module one, creating your unique 
definition of success. Thank you. Good job. What's module two, everybody? Give me module two. 
Remember that was once chunk temp... Chunk temp? Chunk one or two, chunk one or two in the 
original chunk template, or three chunk Genius Template. What's module two?

Ada's number two is long-term goals reverse engineered to today's action. Yeah, that's a good 
way to get stuff done. Wendy's number two, listen to the song and see how it feels. That's so much in 
tune, yes I did that on purpose, with how music works. How does it feel? Nice. Very nice. And of course 
what's your module three? What's your module three? What's your module three? Coming from chunk 
three. Excuse me. Ada, personal accountability, trusting yourself. Good module. And then folks, think 
about what's next. What's the next logical thing? Ada's module three is... Or sorry, Wendy's is decide 
what simple message or story you want to convey. Nice. So what would be the next logical thing for 
them to invest in and learn from you?

So give me what your next is. And I mean spit ball it. It doesn't have to be something perfect or 
something you even do. Just first thing that comes to top of your head, or the back of your head, or 
even the bottom of your head. Ada's going to workshop it live. There you go, live workshop. Great 
follow-up. I've heard of that workshop, that term. Hmm. And Wendy, next step, short live mastermind. 
Yeah. I love it that you guys want to go live. Now, what you see here, folks, what you see over here, folks 
is the whole thing. This is how you take any piece of content and turn it into a course. Remember, every 
content has the seeds for a great course or info product, or even mastermind or mentor program. So 
below this video, you will find next the COURSE Genius Template checklist and template. Below that you 
will find the course genius template in the wild, examples. Below that, next you will find the COURSE 
Genius Template audio, and below that you'll find the course genius template transcript. And below that 
you'll find free parking.
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